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best toys on the planet



one design – that fits all!

The essence of blokart® is our passion to provide 
you with one design that is fun, fast and compact! 

fun
Fun for the whole family. From die hard competitors 
to thrill seekers, the blokart® grin comes standard 
for all.

fast
Quick off the mark, the blokart® is perfect for tight 
pack situations in small areas. Being light and 
stable it allows for close exciting action, much like 
speedway or motocross racing.

compact
Weighing only 29kg (64lb) the blokart® is portable 
enough to fit in the trunk of most cars. It can be 
assembled from its unique carry bag without tools in 
just a few minutes.
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The blokart® packs down into 
a unique carry bag which will 
fit in the trunk of most cars.

Add the amazing performance 
of this little machine and wow! 

blokart® delivers the goods! 

Because of its small size and 
extreme manoeuverability the 
blokart® can be used almost 

anywhere – from 
beaches to parking 

lots, sport and 
recreation grounds, 

tennis courts and 
even on ice!

engineering excellence
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pro

If you want nothing but the best, the 
Pro is for you. With polished stainless 
steel chassis, keeping maintenance 
to a minimum, this machine is a show 
stopper. Includes high spec. stainless 
steel fittings and brushed finish floor 
pan. 

Karts are supplied with 3m, 4m and/
or 5.5m sails 
(5 colour options) with a fibreglass, 
carbon or composite mast

*Talk to your local dealer about carbon options for 

a stiffer mast.



Comp Pro
Material Finish Material Finish

Chassis Cr-
r-

Mo
Mo

Zinc/Gunmetal
Zinc/Gunmetal

304 Stainless Steel Polished
Mastbase Cr 304 Stainless Steel Polished
Backrest 304 Stainless Steel Polished 304 Stainless Steel Polished
Floor Stainless Steel Brushed Stainless Steel Brushed
Fork Alloy/SS Alloy Alloy/SS Alloy
Footbar 304 Stainless Steel Polished 304 Stainless Steel Polished
Tiller 304 Stainless Steel Polished 304 Stainless Steel Polished
Seat Welded PVC Silver Welded PVC Silver
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With a tough Cr-Mo* chassis the Comp takes rugged to an 
entirely new level, engineered specifically for customers who play 
in extreme environments and appreciate the value of dependable 
tools that perform as promised.  

Karts are supplied with a 3m, 4m and/or 5.5 m sail  
 (5 colour options) with a fibre glass mast.

*a blend of chromium and molybdenum often referred to as chromoly steel

Talk to your local dealer about carbon options for a stiffer mast.

comp
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ice blades

Is there anywhere you can’t sail? 
From blokart® to ice kart in minutes. 
Turn your lake, pond or reservoir 
into a winter race track, with carving 
turns cutting tracks through the ice. 
It might be cold but it’ll warm your 
soul. 

photo. Andrius (www.qhoto.net)
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Cleaner, dryer, warmer, faster…the elements are no 
longer an excuse to stay at home.

The Pod reduces drag for those wanting to increase 
speed.

Personalise your Pod with graphics.

Consists of Pod skin, windscreen, stainless footbar and 
fittings.

pod
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blokart® in partnership with Katalyst® Marine 
brings you the Katalyst® “blokart® Edition”, an 
innovative and exciting accessory which allows 
you to sail on the water.
 
Following the blokart® ethos of “fun, fast 
and compact” Katalyst® is a light weight 
performance micro multihull that packs down 
to be transported on a roof-rack and easily 
stored.
Set-up is fast and easy. Simply connect the two 
hulls, attach your blokart® (less the wheels), 
connect the steering and you are off.
 
The combination of steering with a handlebar 
and a light action main sheet, the blokart® 
Edition provides an exciting sailing experience 
that everyone can have a go at.
 
Use a Beach Trolley to run your Katalyst® down 
to the waters edge and a Katalyst® 
mount to attach the hulls 
to your roof-rack for secure 
strapless transport.
View more at:
www.katalystmarine.com

katalyst
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Double-up. The ultimate family accessory.

The Shadow clips to your existing blokart® 
turning it into a two-seater.

Sit beside your co-pilot for an unforgettable 
experience. Perfect for the young 
ones, sailing tuition, disabled sailors or 
transporting your fishing tackle up the beach!

Works well with the 5.5m sail in light wind.

Available in Pro (stainless steel) only 
complete with fittings and carry bag.

shadow



big foot
Run a blokart® 6x4.00 rear wheel on the front of 

your kart when sailing on softer surfaces or for 
improved handling. The Big Foot comes complete 

with a purpose built fork. (Not compatible with a disc brake)

disc brake 

Designed as a safety and performance aid when 
sailing in urban settings with limited space. 

An awesome tool for hire operators, 
demonstrations and the disabled. Equally useful 

for racers when jostling for position. The system 
features a quick release brake lever, parking 

brake and fully adjustable caliper. 

ice / sand brake 
Slow down quicker with the clawed handbrake 

which mounts on either rear axle.
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accessories
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mast crane
Top your performance blokart® off with a mast crane by 
replacing the turban with a sealed bearing crane, which 
allows the sail to rotate.Mast crane, ultra downhaul and 
full carbon mast..... the ultimate performance set-up!

batten tensioning system
The blokart® sail comes standard with our new easy 
bungee tensioning system for the battens. To get the 
competitive edge, the performance batten tensioning 
system allows you to fine-tune your batten tension.

windicator
Know the wind direction at a glance, this lightweight 
device clips onto your mast and is 100% accurate in only 
2 knots of wind.

ultra downhaul
Fine tuning at your fingertips. Adjust and cleat your 
downhaul as the wind changes to optimise your sail 
shape. With different mounting options, it’s just a matter 
of personal preference.

performance accessories
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accessories
MSP (Mast Sleeve Protector)
Help prevent your sail from being damaged when your ‘mates’ tip over 
on asphalt or rough surfaces. 

5-point harness
blokart® harness restraint for pilots with compromised muscle tone. 
Fit to your blokart® with no tools in minutes.

seat belt
Retro fit this new seat belt to your kart. Taken from an aircraft 
application, the new blokart® seatbelt is foolproof; all stainless steel 
components will prevent the clip from malfunctioning. 

foot bar extension
This clever device allows those with long legs to fit comfortably in 
a blokart®. Clamps over keel tube. Perfect for those over 6ft tall. 

junior foot bar
The junior footbar offers secure footing for those 4ft and under. Simply 
clamp on extisting footbar and adjust to fit.
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ultra carbon base
Designed specifically to combine with the full carbon to  
give a stiffer mast for the 5.5 sail, the two piece 

Ultra Carbon Kit is the stiffest mast option. 

Your blokart® will come with a fibreglass mast but 
you have the option to up-grade to a stiffer 
Combo Mast or the ultimate Full Carbon Mast.
 
Combo Mast
3.0m   Ultra|Ultra|Glass|Glass        
4.0m   Ultra|Ultra|Carbon|Glass|Glass
5.5m   Ultra|Ultra|Carbon|Glass|Glass|Glass
Carbon Mast
3.0m   Ultra|Ultra|Carbon|Carbon
4.0m   Ultra|Ultra|Carbon|Carbon|Carbon
5.5m   Ultra|Ultra|Ultra|Carbon|Carbon|Carbon
 
Individual mast sections are available so you 
can customise a mast to suit your application. 
Talk to your dealer about options.

sails 

Sail sizes: 2m, 3m, 4m & 5.5m.  
Colours: Red, Blue, Green, Orange & Yellow 

sails & masts
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look the part

helmet
Protect your nut in safety and comfort. The blokart® helmet complies 
with CPSC & CE1078 safety certifications. It has a unique dial headlock 
for the perfect fit, padded ear flaps and chin strap. Available in Matt 
Black or Matt Grey.

flags, windsocks, keyrings
Show the world! Mark out your sailing venue, stick one on your front 
lawn, check wind direction, promote the brand!

t-shirts & caps
The perfect replacement for your current favourite tee  
and cap, available in girls and guys sizes.

sail quiver bag
Big enough to carry all your sails and your 
Pod, long enough for an un-folded 5.5m 
sail. Perfect for keeping all your gear 
together especially when travelling.

mast bag
Padded bag holds your mast sections 
indivdually to keep them from being 
damaged in storage
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one blokart nation

From small beginnings, the blokart® community now 
extends all over the world. Whether it’s a safari 
through the Gobi desert, the Lithuanian Ice-blokart® 
Championship or you and your family heading down 
to the beach for a blast, karters from all over the 
world are coming together to share the thrill of 
blokart® sailing.

Anyone, regardless of age or gender can enjoy 
competitive racing or just blasting around with 
friends. From the first blokart® in 2000 to today, 
your kart will never be too old.... and neither will 
you!

Regional, national and international events, 
meetings and adventures are occurring regularly 
– see www.blokart.com for more details and to 
find your local club.



www.blokart.com
blokart international limited
po box 11320, papamoa 3151, new zealand
T +64-7-572 4256 F +64-7-572 4257 E info@blokart.com
blokart®, the blokart logo and the b logo are the exclusive property and trademark of blokart international 
ltd. international patents pending. © blokart international ltd 2001

dealer

blokarts®  are available worldwide - check out our website for dealers, clubs, forum, 
upcoming events, downloads and the latest accessories.

about us
With thousands of karts around the world blokart® 
continues to exceed our wildest expectations.

We designed the blokart® and took it to market in 
2000 and has since realised the dreams  of many. For 
the recreational sailor, blokart® is a fun, fast, compact 
activity that allows them to explore the globe. For the 
competitive, a chance for all to compete on a level 
playing field under our one design rules. For the family, 
our range of accessories means everyone can get 
involved.

We welcome you to join this sailing revolution, we know 
you will enjoy the ride.

Regards

Paul & Matt Beckett


